- **Other traffic**: Airplane-like symbol, in white or cyan.
- **Proximate traffic**: Unfilled diamond in white or cyan.
- **Intruding traffic**: Filled diamond in white or cyan.
- **Threat**: Filled red square.

- **Vertical speed needle**: Displays the vertical speed of the aircraft.
- **Display range**: 6 nm.
- **Target symbol**: Indicates the target altitude.
- **Vertical trend arrow**: Shows the trend of the vertical speed.
- **Relative altitude (ft x 100)**: Displays the altitude in feet.

**Traffic Advisory (TA)**:
- 900 feet below and level: Filled yellow/amber circle.
- 500 feet below and climbing: Filled red square.

**Resolution Advisory (RA)**:
- Vertical rate to be avoided: Filled red square.
- Required vertical rate: Filled red square.

**Altitude**:
- +18 feet above and descending.
- +11 feet above and descending.
- -10 feet below and descending.
- -02 feet below and ascending.

**Distance**:
- 2-NM radius circle: Indicates the 2-nautical mile radius.

**Own-aircraft**:
- Airplane-like symbol, in white or cyan.

**Other Traffic**:
- Altitude unknown.